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REPRODUCIBLE

Building Relationships With Teachers
For teacher leaders, the only guaranteed way to become influential is to systematically
build trusting relationships with colleagues. Use the following checklist of simple strategies
to track your efforts to improve the interpersonal connections with teachers on your team,
in your department, or at your grade level.
Teacher With Whom You Are
Trying to Build a Relationship

Trust-Building Strategy
to Try

Outcome of Effort

 Stop by for an informal
conversation before or after
school with colleague.
 Freely share resources
related to current unit of
study with colleague.
 Celebrate the work of
colleague publicly beyond
team.
 Share the workload for
an upcoming activity with
colleague.
 Own up to a mistake
that caused conflict with
colleague.
 Assume positive
intentions when involved
in a disagreement with
colleague.
 Coplan and teach an
upcoming lesson with
colleague.
 Write a handwritten note
of thanks or praise to
colleague.
 Ask for guidance from
colleague.
 Find a way to laugh with
colleague.
 Other:
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Administrator Roles in Team Conflicts
While it is often best for administrators to remain on the sidelines during team conflicts
because they do not always understand the subtle personal dynamics of individual teams,
sometimes avoiding conflicts is impossible. When you do get pulled into team disagreements, use the following quick guide to determine your actions.
Administrator Action
Listen without commitment.

Key Points to Remember
• Never forget that listening doesn’t require
action.
• Use cautious language that does not convey a
sense of commitment.
• Avoid innocent comments that can be easily
misinterpreted.

Base crucial conversations on facts that you have
witnessed.

• Never approach teachers about concerns
based on hearsay.
• Base crucial conversations on facts that you
have observed.
• Show up to team meetings unannounced to
gain a true picture of a team’s current reality.

Coach before commanding.

• Build crucial conversation skills in teachers.
• Provide teachers with access to resources and
research on conflict resolution.
• Send key faculty members to training sessions
on team facilitation.
• Ensure that new teachers have knowledgeable
mentors to guide them through early
struggles.

Collect feedback to improve systems.

• Accept responsibility for crafting structures
that encourage successful collaboration.
• Collect detailed information on the struggles
of learning teams.
• Take action to improve the systems and
processes in your building.

When all else fails, be flexible.

• Understand that some people just should not
work together.
• Understand that dysfunctional teams that
cannot be repaired do not benefit teachers or
students.
• Be willing to restructure learning teams or to
reassign teachers when necessary.
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The Real Deal: Creating an Authentic Results Orientation
“When leadership is focused on results, on urging a formal, frequent
review of instruction, teaching improves.” Mike Schmoker, (2006), p126
Collecting and compiling data from common, formative
assessment is one way to respond to Schmoker’s call for a
focus on results but in truth, the only time collecting data at
the building and classroom level can be justified is when it is
directly linked to, and an integral part of, efforts to improve
teaching and learning. When using data in a PLC, the singular focus of the process is on helping students learn.

electricity consumption was 30 percent lower in the houses
where the meter was installed in the front hall. A similar
information strategy is used to promote weight loss. When
clinical subjects log their caloric intact on a daily basis,
they tend to lose weight. Simply being aware and having easy access to information on a timely basis promotes
progress towards the goal.

The Role of Data in a Results Orientation
Data from a common formative assessment plays an important role in fostering a Results Orientation but only if
the data are easily accessible and used to change practice.
Donella Meadows illustrates the importance of this concept
in a story about the impact that easy access to timely and accurate information had on energy consumption in a suburban
community. She describes a subdivision of nearly identical
houses where the electric meter was installed in the basement
of some of the homes, while in others, it was installed in the
front hall where the homeowner could see the dial constantly
going round faster or
slower as the homeowners used more
or less electricity.

The point of the story—how easy access to data from the
electric meters helped homeowners save energy - should not
be lost on those striving to improve teaching and learning.
The critical insight for leaders is that the data was easily accessible and used to change behavior. The same is true for
teachers and principals in schools with a Results Orientation; the data from common, formative assessments need to
be easily accessible and used to change practice.

Conduct quarterly
reviews of instruction
at the classroom level.

Change the focus of
the traditional teacher
evaluation process.
Celebrate the
results you want
repeated.

With no other
differences,

Towards a More Authentic Results Orientation
When Schmoker describes the components of a Results Orientation he includes data from formative assessments but
an authentic Results Orientation goes far beyond looking at
the numbers. Schmoker suggests that principals should also
look at grade books, team lesson logs and samples of student
work. He encourages principals to get out of the office, onto
the teaching floor, and focus on products of the teaching
and learning process—samples of student work—in order to
foster a real Results Orientation in their schools.

Authentic Results
Orientation

Likewise, Dennis Sparks encourages principals to
watch student’s reactions and pay special attention to their level of engagement during the traditional teacher observation process. He suggests
principals require teachers to bring samples of
student work from the lesson that was observed
to the post observation conference in order to assess the
effectiveness of the lesson based on results. His argument

is that this simple shift in the focus of the principal’s time
and attention during the teacher evaluation cycle creates a
much stronger focus on results.
In schools with an authentic Results Orientation, data
represent a means to an end, not the end itself. Indeed,
data from common assessments play an important part in
creating a Results Orientation but data are only one part
and a school cannot boast of its Results Orientation if their
focus is limited to a review of the data generated by common formative assessments. Here are three other strategies
principals can implement right now to develop a stronger
and more authentic Results Orientation in their schools.
1. Conduct quarterly reviews of instruction at the classroom
level. Quarterly reviews at the classroom level include the
results of common, formative assessments but they also
include a review of the standards teachers taught during
the previous quarter. Along with common assessment
results, teachers should also provide evidence that 1) they
have taught the standards, 2) that students have been
given the opportunity to learn what the team agrees was
important for all kids to know and be able to do, and 3)
that those who have not learned it yet were given more
opportunities to learn.
If principals want to foster a more authentic Results Orientation in their schools, the regular review of results must be
more than a posting of test scores; principals must also seek
evidence that the agreed-upon curriculum is being taught.
2. Change the focus of the traditional teacher evaluation process. When observing teachers during the evaluation cycle,
principals should focus less on what the teacher is doing
and more on what the students are doing. More specifically, principals should watch how students are responding
to the teacher’s instruction, level of engagement, and what
kinds of products students are generating. Teachers should
bring samples of student work to the post conference where
conversations between teachers and principals revolve
around the work students produced as a result of the lesson.
Principals foster a more authentic Results Orientation when
they make it clear the goal of teacher evaluation process is
to explore outcomes and the post observation conference is
focused on the products, not process of the lesson.
3. Celebrate the results principals want repeated. Principals
should celebrate the results they would like to see repeated
in their schools. As Evans said, “The single best, low cost,
high leverage way to improve performance, morale, and
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the climate for change is to dramatically increase the levels
of meaningful recognition for-and among-educators.”
Evans (1996, p. 254). In establishing a results-oriented
culture at Stevenson High School, “DuFour did one thing
with passion and strict regularity: he made occasions to
reward, recognize, and celebrate accomplishments at every
single faculty meeting and more formally at the end of each
semester.” Schmoker (2006, p. 146).
By celebrating the results they want to see repeated, principals increase the likelihood that the behaviors that promote a
Results Orientation in the short term will become part of the
school’s culture over the long term.

A Cautionary Note About A Results Orientation

As we have said, schools with a Results Orientation are
focused on improving teaching and learning but principals
must be careful not to put too much emphasis on the numbers alone. An authentic Results Orientation is more, much
more. Principals in effective schools realize that promoting the development of an authentic Results Orientation
involves helping teachers focus on the right work.
Too often the focus is too narrow and data collected at the
building and classroom level is funneled to dashboards and
scorecards that support thick and detailed school improvement plans that grew from elaborate strategic planning
processes; all of which has little or no support as ways to
improve teaching and learning. Scrutinizing more numbers doesn’t make for a better Results Orientation, it just
makes for a more time consuming and complicated one.
The bottom line is that every minute a principal spends
in their office gathering data for a dashboard or scorecard is one less minute they are on the teaching floor
engaged in the collective and collaborative effort to
improve student learning. 

During the course of a career spanning more than 30 years,
Dr. Tom W. Many has served as a classroom teacher, principal and superintendent—all at the elementary level.

Resources
Schmoker, M. (2006). Results Now: How We Can Achieve Unprecedented Improvements In Teaching And Learning. Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development. Alexandria: VA.
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You know the feeling. You have created the structures for
collaboration in your school. You have provided teams
with the time and tools to collaborate, defined the work,
and checked for consensus every step of the way. You have
done all the right things to ensure teams will flourish in
your school, and yet the teams simply aren’t producing the
kinds of results you expected. You feel like the chorus in
the Simon and Garfunkel song, and despite your best
efforts, it is all just “slip sliding away.”

The Principal’s Role in Monitoring Teams

In most organizations, what gets monitored gets done. In
a Professional Learning Community, monitoring begins
with ensuring that every teacher regularly addresses and
responds to the critical questions of learning as a member
of a collaborative team. These questions—what do we want
our students to know and be able to do, how will we know
they have learned it, and what will we do when they do or
don’t learn—are the centerpiece of the work that takes place
around the table of every team meeting.
How effectively each team answers these critical questions
becomes one of the principal’s primary monitoring responsibilities. The best way for principals to fulfill this responsibility is to have first hand knowledge of what teams are
doing on a daily basis. This requires regular communication
between the principal and collaborative teams. Said another
way, in order to ensure success, principals must regularly
monitor the work of teams in their schools.

Strategies for Monitoring Teams

One of the simplest ways principals can monitor the work
of teams is to be visible and available. An effective strategy
is to drop into team meetings from time to time. During
these informal and impromptu visits, principals look for
evidence of teams using pacing guides, analyzing common
assessments, planning for interventions and sharing strategies for delivering more effective lessons. Principals watch for
collaborative behaviors and focus attention on how time is
spent during team meetings.

A prerequisite of effective monitoring is regular communication between a principal and the teams in their schools.
Teams have found countless ways to share information with
principals, and many routinely publish the minutes of team
meetings on a weekly basis. Some teams use handwritten
journals for this purpose, while others have incorporated
technology using email and podcasts as the vehicle for
communicating. Legacy High School, a large suburban
high school in Broomfield, Colorado, uses specially designed electronic templates to report progress and keep
absent team members in the loop. The templates create an
open line of communication with the building principal
and serve as an archival record of the team’s work.
Encouraging reflection and self-assessment can be another
powerful way to monitor the progress of teams. Several
excellent rubrics describing the various stages of team
development are available. Two that come to mind immediately—one written by Graham and Ferriter and another
by DuFour, et. al.—provide principals with concrete blueprints for monitoring the development of teams. Allowing
teams to reflect on their progress keeps them focused on
developing their own expertise and provides an opportunity
for principals to monitor their teams through the eyes of
the team members themselves.
Principals can also monitor teams by asking questions
designed to gather evidence that teams are focused on the
right work. In District 96 in Buffalo Grove, Illinois, teams
bring results of their assessments to regularly scheduled
meetings with their principal. In these meetings, principals
ask three important questions:
1) Which students are proficient?
2) Which students are not proficient?
3) How is the team providing more time and
support for the students who have not yet
met proficiency?
The questions not only serve as a way to monitor teams
but also allow principals to engage in discussions about
teaching and learning, gain first hand knowledge of student

